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Abstract—Liquid-cooling using microchannel heat sinks etched on silicon dies is seen as a promising solution to the rising heat fluxes in
two-dimensional and stacked three-dimensional integrated circuits. Development of such devices requires accurate and fast thermal
simulators suitable for early-stage design. To this end, we present 3D-ICE, a compact transient thermal model (CTTM), for liquid-cooled
ICs. 3D-ICEwas first advanced incorporating the 4-resistor model-based CTTM (4RM-based CTTM). Later, it was enhanced to speed up
simulations and to include complex heat sink geometries such as pin fins using the new 2 resistor model (2RM-based CTTM).
In this paper, we extend the 3D-ICE model to include liquid-cooled ICs with multi-port cavities, i.e., cavities with more than one inlet and
one outlet ports, and non-straight microchannels. Simulation studies using a realistic 3D multiprocessor system-on-chip (MPSoC) with a
4-port microchannel cavity highlight the impact of using 4-port cavity on temperature and also demonstrate the superior performance of
2RM-based CTTM compared to 4RM-based CTTM. We also present an extensive review of existing literature and the derivation
of the 3D-ICE model, creating a comprehensive study of liquid-cooled ICs and their thermal simulation from the perspective of computer
systems design. Finally, the accuracy of 3D-ICE has been evaluated against measurements from a real liquid-cooled 3D-IC, which is the
first such validation of a simulator of this genre. Results show strong agreement (average error < ), demonstrating that 3D-ICE is an
effective tool for early-stage thermal-aware design of liquid-cooled 2D-/3D-ICs.

Index Terms—Liquid-cooling of ICs, thermal modeling, 3D-ICs

1 INTRODUCTION

THREE dimensional stacking of multiprocessor system-on-
chips (3D MPSoCs), integrated using high-speed

through-silicon vias (TSVs), possesses immense potential in
accelerating the computational power of high performance
servers and datacenters of the future [4]. But this vertical
integration of CMOS circuits in the long-term is impeded by
the inability of the current air-cooled heat sinks in handling
rising heat fluxes [5]. On a larger-scale this thermal problem
of ICs translates to the ever increasing cooling energy costs of
today’s datacenters [6]. Liquid cooling of integrated circuits
using interlayer microchannel heat sinks etched directly on
the IC has been advanced as one of the most promising
solutions to this problem [7]-[9]. In addition to enabling
further integration of CMOS circuits while maintaing safe
operating temperatures, liquid cooling also increases cooling
efficiency and enables energy harvesting in datacenters.
Hence, it is touted as a long-term green energy solution for
next-generation datacenters [10].

Prototypes of 2D and 3D stacked ICs with microchannel
liquid cooling have been built by various research groups

around the world with promising results [8], [11], [12].
Further development of this technology and its large-scale
use in the development of computers based on 3D ICs is
strongly dependent upon sound early-stage design tools
capable of 1) accurately predicting the thermal performance
of these cooling technologies as well as 2) prescribing opti-
mized architectural designs and dynamic run-time manage-
ment tools that can maximize the electrical performance
of these systems while maintaining safe operating tem-
peratures. Research in both these directions have gained
prominence in recent years [13]-[16] with emphasis on
the development of an architectural thermal simulator and
several thermal management approaches from a computer
engineering perspective. However, a robust and low-
complexity thermal modeling approach for 3D ICs is needed
to evaluate the benefits of these works at the system-level for
the future 3D MPSoCs.

In this context, the “3D Interlayer Cooling Emulator”
(3D-ICE)- the first-ever compact model capable of perform-
ing transient thermal simulation of liquid-cooled ICs- was
proposed in [1], [2]. This is accomplished using geometric
compact thermal modeling, which raises the level of abstrac-
tion and enables the construction of an equivalent electrical
circuit that simulates the conjugate thermal conduction-
convection in complex silicon structures with microchannel
heat sinks. This makes 3D-ICE ideally suited for early-stage
thermal-aware design of 3D MPSoCs. We have recently
released 3D-ICE as an open source thermal simulator/
software library [3]. It has spawned other research efforts
both in thermal management (for instance, [17]-[19]) and
thermal simulation (for instance, [20], [21]) of liquid-cooled
MPSoCs
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The contributions of this paper are:

1) to present a review of the existing literature on liquid-
cooled ICs and thermal modeling from the perspective
of computer architectural design.

2) to present a detailed derivation of 4RM-based CTTM
and 2RM-based CTTM for 2-port cavities; and to extend
the 3D-ICE model to liquid-cooled ICs that have multi-
port microchannel cavities [22].

3) to present an evaluation of 3D-ICE simulation accuracy
using transient temperature measurements from a real
liquid-cooled 3D IC prototype, which is the first such
validation for a thermal simulator of this class.

4) to use simulations of a realistic 3DMPSoCusing the new
enhanced 3D-ICE model to study and compare the
impact of 2-port and 4-port cavities on IC temperature;
and compare the simulation speeds of the 2RM-based
and4RM-basedCTTMs,demonstrating the suitability of
3D-ICE in the early-stage design of 3D MPSoCs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the previous work done in the area of thermal
simulation and management of ICs. Section 3 presents a brief
overview of 3D-ICE and its features. Section 4 describes the
target 3D-IC architecture that is modeled in 3D-ICE. The
compact 3D-ICE model for this test structure (both the 4RM-
and the 2RM-based CTTM) is derived and presented in detail
in Section 5. In addition, the 3D-ICE model is extended for
multi-port cavities. The accuracy of 3D-ICE is validated using
extensive experimental data from a real liquid-cooled 3D IC
stack in Section 6. Simulation of a realistic 3D MPSoC using
the 3D-ICE model is used to study the impact of 2-port and
4-port cavities on the temperature, and also the superior
performance of the 2RM- over the 4RM-based CTTM in
Section 7. Finally, the main conclusions of this work are
summarized in Section 8.

2 SUMMARY OF RELATED WORK

A summary of the state-of-the-art in the manufacturing of
liquid-cooled ICs and the related thermal simulation meth-
odologies is presented in this section.

2.1 Liquid-Cooled IC Packages for 3D MPSoCs
The notion of liquid cooling of electronics has existed since the
late 1970s [23]. In the light of the impending thermal wall in the
scaling of bipolar integrated circuits, IBM and CRAY among
others have advanced liquid-cooled cold plates and server
blades as an effective and energy efficient alternative to the
conventional air cooling systems. In 1981, Tuckerman and
Pease [8] in their seminalwork built and characterized thefirst
IC cooledusingwater pumped throughmicrochannels etched
directly on the IC substrate. They demonstrated heat removal
capabilities as high as while maintaining tem-
peratures below . They also studied the relationship
between the aspect ratio of microchannel cross-sections and
the corresponding cooling efficiencies.

However, with the advent of CMOS circuits in the mid
1980s and the corresponding fall in the power consumption
and heat dissipation in electronic devices, the interest in the
development of liquid-cooled heat sinks dwindled. That
interest has now been renewed with denser packaging of

electronic components in MPSoCs driving heat fluxes on
conventional planar ICs beyond the mark (Fig. 1)
[5], and the vertical integration of these devices into 3D ICs
compounding the heat fluxes to alarmingly high levels (unto

[9]).
While microchannel heat sinks and the heat transfer

mechanisms in microscale structures have been well
researched [24], there are only two known complete proto-
types of 3D vertically stacked ICs with interlayer liquid
cooling. The first, built by Dang et al. [12], uses microfluidic
channels constructed inside the PCB to transportwater to the
IC package. Fluidic through-silicon vias (TSVs) are thenused
to transport water to the different cavities between the ICs.
Transient measurements were undertaken to evaluate the
cooling performance. One major challenge with this
approach is the resulting complexity of PCB designs and
the increased pressure drop (and hence the pumping energy
spent) to pump water through these narrow and intricate
fluid networks.

Brunschwiler et al. at the IBMResearch in Zurich indepen-
dently built another set of prototypes of interlayer liquid
cooled 2D and 3D ICs [9], [25] with various types of heat
transfer geometries- microchannels, pin fins, 2-port cavities
and 4-port cavities. Fluid is pumped using micropumps via a
hermetically sealedmanifold enclosing the entire IC. Resistve
heaters that can be excited using controllable current input are
fabricated on each diemimicking the various heat dissipating
logic blocks in a real IC. Resistance temperature detectors
(RTDs) with linear response to temperature enable accurate
evaluation of the heat transfer performance of the microchan-
nels. Extensive studies were performed in all these structures
to validate the existing theory on heat transfer, develop
correlations for new heat transfer geometries and finally to
set benchmarks on fabrication and testing of future fully
functional 3D MPSoCs with interlayer liquid-cooling. In this
work, we used one of these prototypes- the pyramid stack- as
shown in Fig. 2, for the detailed validation of our proposed
thermalmodelingapproach in 3D-ICE. It consists of 4dies and
4 microchannel cavities. A stepped pyramid-like structure
constructed by stacking dies of slightly different sizes enable
the electrical connections to the heaters and RTDs from each
die to be wire bonded onto the PCB for easy measurements.

Fig. 1. Trends of on-chip power density over a period of four decades [5].
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A detailed description of the experimental setup is given in
Section 6.1.

2.2 Previous Thermal Modeling Methodologies
The concept of solving the partial differential equations
governing transient heat conduction in solids by applying
finite-difference approximation and building an equivalent
electricalRC circuit iswell-known in the heat transfer literature
[26]. The rectangular structures typically encountered in ICs
favor the application of finite-difference methods. Tools like
HotSpot [27]make use of thismethodology to create a compact
thermalmodel for conventional air-cooled ICswith a very high
abstraction level.These tools can thenbe integratedwithpower
emulators such as Wattch [28], which provide the heat dissi-
pation traces of individualfloorplanelements in the IC, inorder
to obtain the time-domain temperature responses at different
locations in the IC. Integrating this process with floorplanning
tools enables efficient early-stage thermal-aware design of
MPSoCs.

A similar compact modeling approach for liquid-cooled
ICsdidnot exist in the literature before 3D-ICE.While the heat
transfer mechanism of forced convective cooling in channels
and even microchannels are well understood in the heat
transfer literature [8], [29], [23], [30], this knowledge has not
been effectively translated for the purposes of thermal-aware
IC design. More recently, a steady-state thermal model for
integrated microchannel cooling in 3D ICs was presented in
[31]. In this method, the microchannels are discretized into
small blocks along the direction of the flow and four new
temperature nodes are added for each such block just inside
each of the 4 channelwalls. The temperature change in each of
these nodes in the downstream direction is then calculated as
a linear function of the heat flux entering a given upstream
node using numerical presimulation. These linear functions,
whichmodel the “thermal wake” (the rise in temperature at a
downstream location due to heating at a upstream location),
are then incorporated in the heat conduction resistive model
for the 3D stack. The main drawbacks of this approach are as
follows. First, it is not a compact modeling methodology and
focusses onmany thermal effects that are irrelevant to the end
user. Second, steady state conditions are assumed and no
transient information can be obtained, rendering the method
unsuitable for run-time thermal analysis and management.
Third, the problem size is really large due to the dense
coupling of nodes inside themicrochannels. Finally, extensive
numerical presimulations are needed for every thermal sim-
ulation executed.

3 3D-ICE IN EARLY-STAGE IC DESIGN

From an MPSoC engineering perspective, a compact thermal
model capable of performing transient thermal analysis is
necessary to enable the study of thermal-aware floorplanning
[18] and dynamic run-time thermal management, such as
DVFS. 3D-ICE addresses these needs as described next.

Compactness and Transient modeling: 3D-ICE contains
our new compact thermal modeling approach, called the
compact transient thermal model or CTTM. We constructed
it by the identification of the equivalent electrical repre-
sentation of convective heat transport in fluid flow as a
voltage-controlled current source. The CTTM raises the level
of abstraction in this model is orders of magnitude higher
than fine-grained commercial simulators, as was demon-
strated in [1], [2].
Low complexity: The 3D-ICE CTTM results in a signifi-
cantly reduced problem size (hence, reduction in simu-
lation time and memory consumption) compared to
fine-grained simulations for liquid-cooled ICs; thus it has
a complexity similar to conventional compact resistive
thermal models for air-cooled ICs, as shown in Section 5.
Versatility and Accuracy: By construction, 3D-ICE con-
denses all the information about the physics of forced
convective cooling into a few parameters than can be
easilymodified.Hence, there is a high degree offlexibility
in 3D-ICE to change not only the kind of heat transfer
geometry (microchannels, pin fins etc), but also themeth-
odology to compute heat transfer parameters for these
structures [2]. Heat transfer coefficients (HTCs) computed
using correlations for fully developed flows were incorpo-
rated in 3D-ICE in [1]. HTCs computed using numerical
presimulations in commercial simulators such as ANSYS-
CFXwere included in [2]. In this work, we will include the
HTCs from correlations for developing flows [32] and
demonstrate,usingtheexperimentalvalidation inSection6,
that these correlations are sufficiently accurate for early-
stage 3D MPSoC design, while being trivial in computa-
tional complexity compared to numerical presimulations.
Numerical Stability: The circuit equations built using the
3D-ICE model are numerically integrated in time using
the backward Euler method, which is unconditionally
stable. Hence, stability of the simulations is guaranteed
for any time-step.

4 TARGET ARCHITECTURE

A typical 3D IC with liquid cooling is built by etching the
microchannels and TSVs on the back side of individual dies,
aligning them and stacking them with a bonding process.
There are various methods to accomplish each of the above
steps, resulting in different final 3D IC architectures. In this
work, and without loss of generality, we use the architecture
shown in Fig. 3a. This structure, under development in IBM
Research in Zurich, consists of vertically stacked dies with
microchannel cavities glued together using bondingmaterials
such as polyimide, with TSVs running through the micro-
channel walls. The structure is hermetically sealed using a
polymer based manifold and the electrical connections from
the dies are connected to the PCBvia area-array TSVs through
the substrate using area-array C4 bumps. The heat flux

Fig. 2. The pyramid stack built by IBM Research in Zurich: a scanning
electron microscope view of the fluid cavities and the electrical connec-
tions to the heater and RTDs (left); the final 3D IC package with the fluid
manifold and the inlet/outlet connectors (right) [9], [25].
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distribution, which is the input in the simulations, is defined
for each die by means of a floorplan of the different logic
blocks in the IC under study, and the corresponding power
traces obtained from a power/performance emulation of the
architecture.

The two types of cavity geometries are shown in Figs. 3b
and 3c: Four-port microchannels cavities, unlike the tradi-
tional two-port devices, have two inlet and two outlet, where
coolant enters themicrochannels from the south and the north
inlets, bends , and exits via the east andwest outlets.While
increasing design complexity, there are various advantages to
the four-port configuration when compared to the traditional
two-port straight channel structures that make it interesting
for the cooling of high-performance 3D MPSoCs [22]:

1) For the same die size, average length of the microchan-
nels is reduced by half resulting in reduced pressure-
drop (or pumping effort).

2) Alternatively, for the same average length of the micro-
channels, a die twice the size can be cooled using the
same pumping effort.

3) For a given pressure-drop between the inlet and outlet
ports, flow rates across the channels are non-uniform
with very high fluid velocities in the corners resulting in
non-uniform cooling- a property that can be utilized in
hotspot minimization.

Since early-stageMPSoC designers are typically interested
only in the temperatures inside the IC and not in the sur-
rounding structures [17], the computational domain is limited
to the volume occupied by the dies as shown in Fig. 3a. The
polymer-based manifold used for its excellent workability
and suitability to hermetic sealing is a poor conductor of
heat. Hence, all the exposed surfaces of the 3D IC are assumed
to be adiabatic with the microchannels being the sole heat
sink for the 3D IC. Fluid is assumed to enter the inlet at a
constant temperature. The outlet temperature depends
upon the amount of heat absorbed by the fluid as it flows
from inlet to the outlet. Typical footprints of such 3D ICs are

and the typical microchannel cross-sectional
dimensions are [9].

5 COMPACT MODELING IN 3D-ICE
In this section, the proposed compact transient thermalmodel
developed in 3D-ICE for 3D ICs with microchannel cooling is
presented. In the ensuing subsections,wefirst brieflydescribe
the conventional compact modeling of heat conduction in
solids and how it relates to compact thermal simulators for
conventional air-cooled ICs. Then, the compact transient
thermal model (CTTM) for fluids is derived from the first
principles and is incorporated in 3D-ICE.

5.1 Conventional Compact Modeling of Solids
The derivation of the conventional compact model for heat
conduction in solids begins with the governing equation of
heat transfer in solids [27], [29], which can be written in the
differential form as:

where T is the temperature of the control volume, is the
thermal conductivity of thematerial, is the volumetric rate of
generation of heat inside the volume and is the volumetric
specific heat of the material.

The above partial differential equation can be converted
into an ordinary differential equation by applying the finite
difference approximation to the spatial derivative (the second
term on the left hand side) in the above equation [29], [26]. To
this end, the given volume of solid is discretized along the 3
cartesian coordinates with discretization lengths , and

, respectively, to generate a thermal grid. If the temperature
of each node in the grid is represented by its location as ,
then the finite difference approximation for the above equa-
tion at the location can be written as:

The well-known analogy between heat and electrical con-
duction is invoked here with the temperature represented as
voltage, heat flow represented as electric current [27], the first
termon the left hand side in the above equation represented as
a capacitor and the rest of the terms on the left hand side
represented as conductances, thus defining an RC circuit [29].
Then, for each tier in a 3D IC, the compact thermal model is
generated as follows considering a single silicon layer of a die
divided into 9 different thermal cells, each with length , width
and height , as shown in Fig. 5a. Each cell is then modeled

as a node containing six resistances representing the conduc-
tion of heat in all the six directions (top , bottom ,
north , south , east and west ), and a
capacitance representing the heat storage inside the cell, as
shown in Fig. 4a.

The conductance of each resistor and the capacitance of the
thermal cell are calculated using thematerial properties of the
solid and the cell dimensions. Current sources, representing

Fig. 3. (a) Target liquid-cooled 3D IC architecture (left) and the corre-
sponding computational domain of 3D-ICE simulations (right). Cavity heat
transfer geometries: (b) 2-port cavity and (c) 4-port cavity.
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the sources of heat, are connected to the cellswherever there is
heat dissipation. Next, the nodes of these thermal cells are
connected to the nodes of their neighboring cells through
the interfaces by computing the equivalent conductances
between them. This creates the following system of ordinary
differential equations:

where is the vector of all node temperatures (as a function
of time) ordered according to their numbering in Fig. 5a, is a
diagonal matrix of all cell capacitances, is a vector of
inputs (heat sources as a function of time)wherever they exist.

is the conductance matrix of the form shown in Fig. 6a. The
diagonal term represents the sum of all conductances
between node and its neighbors. The formulation of equa-
tions, as described above, can be extended to structures
containing multiple layers of thermal cells and a thermal grid
for an entire IC can be generated.

5.2 3D-ICE Compact Modeling for Liquid-Cooling
The energy conservation equation for heat transfer in flowing
liquids can be written (similar to the case of solids) in the
differential form as follows [29]:

Compared to Eq. (1), the above equation contains an added
term on the left hand side. Here, is the velocity of outflow of
thefluid at the surface of the control volume. This term indeed
represents the net outflow of heat from the control volume
due to convection. This convection term can be calculated for
each surface of a small cuboidal thermal cell as a product of
the velocity of the fluid flowing out, the surface temperature,
the area of the surface and the volumetric heat capacity
of the fluid. Keeping this in mind, we apply finite difference
approximation, similar to the case of solids, for a given liquid
cell with unidirectional fluid flow (towards the north

direction as shown in Fig. 4b). As a result, we obtain the
following equation: shown in (5) at the bottom of the page.

In the above equation, the terms , and are the
conductivity of the fluid in the , and directions, respec-
tively. is the average velocity of thefluid through the cell
in the direction, namely, the only non-zero component of the
velocity,withfluid entering from the front end and exiting via
the rear end of the fluid cell as indicated in Fig. 4b. The terms

and represent the surface temperatures of the rear and
the front faces, respectively, and is the front face area.

By invoking the electrical analogy, the above term can be
translated into a voltage-controlled current source in the equiv-
alent RC circuit calculated as follows:

where and the surface temperatures
and can be calculated using central differencing. These
voltage controlled current sources model the transport of heat
from the inlet to the outlet of the microchannel and, hence,
account for the rise in temperature of the coolant as it flows
through themicrochannel. The inlet temperature serves as the
boundary condition in this model.

The conductance terms in this cell would represent heat
transfer from the walls of the channel into the fluid. In [1] we
used a 4-resistor model (4RM-based CTTM) to represent heat
transfer from all the four sides of amicrochannel into the fluid
as shown in Fig. 7a. These resistances can be calculated using
the heat transfer coefficients obtained using empirical
correlations or numerical presimulations. Conduction of heat
along the fluid flow direction was neglected in comparison
to the convective heat transport which dominates the heat
transfer in this direction. Hence, for a silicon layer with
microchannels, as shown in Fig. 5b, the application of
4RM-based CTTM would result in a conductance matrix as
shown in Fig. 6b. As can be seen, the structure and the sparsity
(i.e the locations of the non-zero values in thematrix) of both a
solid-onlymodel and the 3D-ICEmodel are identical resulting
in similar CPU time and memory performance during 3D
MPSoC thermal simulations, as described in Section 3. The
complete derivation of this model can be found in [1].

Fig. 4. A single thermal cell: (a) solid and (b) liquid.
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The 4RM-based CTTM requires the boundaries of the
thermal cells to conform to the solid-liquid interfaces. Hence,
the discretization in the direction is constrained by the
microchannel dimensions as illustrated in Fig. 7a (a small
section of the microchannel layer is shown here). Since the
typicalmicrochannelwidths are at least 2 orders ofmagnitude
smaller than the lateral dimensions of a typical IC, this may
result in very fine discretization and consequently prohibi-
tively large simulation times for early-stage designs (See
Section 7).

We overcome this with the introduction of the 2-resistor
model based CTTM or 2RM-based CTTM [2]. This is accom-
plished byhomogenizing the entiremicrochannel cavity layer
in the 3D IC into a single porous medium based on the theory
described in [22].Here,we computedan effectiveheat transfer
coefficient by projecting the heat entering from the side walls
onto the top and the bottom walls as follows:

where is the actual wetted surface area and is
the area on which the heat transferred from wetted surface is
projected.

In each thermal cell of this homogenous medium in the
cavity, both the solid and the liquid cell parameters exist side
by side (Fig. 7b) with their individual contributions to the
thermal grid determined by a parameter called porosity,
defined as the volumetric fraction of the cavity occupied by
the liquid. Hence, thermal cells are no longer constrained by
microchannel dimensions and even multiple microchannels
can be covered by a single thermal cell in the direction in this
homogenous medium, as illustrated in Fig. 7. We compute
these parameters, representing convective heat transfer from
the walls into the coolant, convective heat transport down-
stream, heat storage in both the coolant and the silicon wall,
vertical heat conduction through the microchannel walls and
heat conduction along the walls parallel to coolant flow, as
follows:

Detailed derivation of these parameters can be found in [2].
A comparison between our 4RM-CTTM and 2RM-CTTM
representations is illustrated in Fig. 7. The 2RM-based CTTM
not only frees the user from the restrictions of the microchan-
nel dimensions in discretizing the 3D IC structure for simula-
tion, but also allows for the inclusion of virtually any kind of

Fig. 6. Structure of the matrix for (a) test silicon layer-Figs. 5a and 5b test silicon layer with microchannel-Fig. 5b.

Fig. 7. The 3D-ICE models for a small section of the microchannel layer: (a) 4RM-based CTTM and (b) 2RM-based CTTM.

Fig. 5. Discretization of a silicon layer in an IC: (a) without microchannel
and (b) with microchannel.
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heat transfer geometry such as pin fins (Fig. 8) as long as its
porosity and the effective heat transfer coefficient (Eq. (7)) is
known, making 3D-ICE an extremely versatile tool for 3D
MPSoC thermal simulation [2].

5.2.1 Heat Transfer Coefficients Used in 3D-ICE
For microchannels in our experiments, we calculate the sur-
face heat transfer coefficients as follows:

where is the thermal conductivity of the coolant, is
the Nusselt number of the flow and is the hydraulic
diameter of channel, defined as for rectangular channels.
The Nusselt number in the current implementation was
derived from correlations proposed by Shah and London
[32] for developing flows with the assumption of isothermal
channel perimeter. Here, the heat transfer coefficient is
expressed as a function of a dimensionless distance along
the channel as follows:

where is the aspect ratio of the channel, is the Reynolds
number of theflowand is the Prandtl number. Note that the
above formula for the Nusselt number is different from the
correlations for fully developed flows (again from [32]) used in
[1], [2]. This new correlation is incorporated in 3D-ICE to
increase the accuracy of the simulations.

This is illustrated using comparisons against numerical
simulations in the fine-grained simulator ANSYS CFX [33] in
Fig. 9. Here, a long channel of cross-sectional dimensions

subjected to uniform heat flux from the top

and bottom directions was simulated using ANSYS CFX.
From the simulation results, the local heat transfer coefficients
were computed, and then compared to the HTCs obtained
using correlations for both fully developed flows and devel-
oping flows. The HTCs as a function of distance along the
channel are plotted in Fig. 9. As can be seen, HTCs computed
using the developing flow correlations (maximum error 9%)
match those from CFX much better than HTCs computed
using the fully developed flow correlations (maximum error
33%), with no additional computational cost. Hence, the new
HTCs implemented in 3D-ICE are expected to provide greater
accuracy in thermal simulations, as demonstrated in Section 6.

5.3 New CTTM for Multi-Port Microchannel Cavities
Based on the theory described in the previous sections, the
3D-ICE model can be extended for the case of microchannel
cavities with four-ports [22], [25] as illustrated in Fig. 3c.

The 4RM- and the 2RM-based CTTM can be extended for
the four-port cavity, by changing the direction of the voltage-
controlled current sources in the liquid thermal cells repre-
senting convective heat transport based on the location of the
thermal cell. This is illustrated for the 4RM-based CTTM in
Fig. 10a (only a small section of one quadrant of the cavity is
shown here). In this top-view, only the liquid thermal cell
components are shown for the sake of clarity (also, the con-
nections in the direction are omitted). The connections
representing the convective resistance to the microchannel
walls remain the same as in Fig. 7a. Note that in this case,
the cell size in both and directions ( and ) are
determined by the cross-sectional dimensions of the micro-
channel (in the two-port scenario, only was fixed by
microchannel dimensions).

The 2RM-based CTTM for the four-port cavity is shown in
Fig. 10b. Here, thermal cells of the porous medium (in red)
encompassing multiple channels are superimposed on the
cavity structure. Note that the direction of the voltage-
controlled current sources again depends upon the location
of the thermal cell vis a vis the underlying microchannel
geometry. The conductive resistance for the microchannel
walls also bends along with the flow direction in
these cells. Connections to the top and bottom microchannel
walls (and hence, to the other layers in the model), again
remain the same as in Fig. 7b and the individual circuit
components are scaled by the porosity as in Eq. (8). Note
that both the 4RM- and the 2RM-based CTTMs described

Fig. 8. Heat transfer geometries: (a) microchannel, (b) pinfin inline, and
(c) pinfin staggered.

Fig. 9. Comparison of heat transfer coefficients calculated using different
methods as a function of distance along the channel.

Fig. 10. 3D-ICE model for the 4-port cavity: (a) 4RM-based CTTM and
(b) 2RM-based CTTM.
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above can be generalized to any n-port microchannel cavity.
In this work, we focus primarily on the 4-port case.

5.3.1 Flow Rate in Individual Channels
As mentioned earlier, since the pressure drop across all
channels are kept uniform, the flow rate varies along the
channels.Hence, theflowrate for individual channelsmust be
computed separately. The Darcy-Weisbach equation for lam-
inar flows [23] is employed here to compute the volumetric
flow rate in the channel, based on its length and
pressure drop :

where and are the cross-sectional width and the height
of the channels, and is the dynamic viscosity of the coolant.
Using this relationship, the flow rate in each channel can be
computed and substituted in the terms in Eqs. (6) and (8)
for the 4RM- and 2RM-based CTTM respectively.

5.4 3D-ICE Implementation
This subsection presents a brief note on the implementation of
the 3D-ICE thermal simulator. In order to maintain the
numerical stability of simulations, the ordinary differential
equations constructed in 3D-ICE (Eq. (3)) are numerically

integrated using backward Euler method, and solved using
the SuperLU sparse matrix solver. Both steady state and
transient simulations can be performed. Power traces for
inputs to the simulation can be provided off-line using text
files along with project stack files that describe the structure of
the IC. Alternatively, it is also possible to feed dynamic input
power traces and retrieve the output thermal data via a
network socket, thus, creating an efficient HW/SW cosimula-
tion platform for MPSoCs [34]. Further implementation
details can be found in [3].

6 EVALUATION OF 3D-ICE ACCURACY USING
MEASUREMENTS

In this section, we validate 3D-ICE against experimental data
from an actual liquid-cooled 3D IC stack, which is the first
such validation of this type of simulator.

6.1 Experimental Setup
We built an experimental setup for the accuracy evaluation of
3D-ICE at the IBM Research Laboratory in Zurich using the
water-cooled 2-port pyramid stack (Fig. 2) as the test structure.
A complete fluid loop with a controllable micropump was
constructed.ACoriolisflowmetermeasured theflowrate and
pressure sensors were used to maintain a safe pressure drop
between the inlet and the outlet of the package. A chiller was
used to maintain the inlet temperature at a constant .
Thermocouples were used tomeasure the temperatures at the
inlet and outlet, and of the ambient. The test setup and its
schematic are shown in Fig. 11.

6.1.1 Heaters and Resistance Temperature Detectors
Three out of the four dies in the pyramid stacks have heaters
and resistance temperature detectors (RTDs) fabricated on
them. Each of these dies contain four heaters of size

laid out from inlet to outlet. There is one RTD
in the middle of each heater measuring the temperatures at
these locations. The heaters and RTDs are numbered for
identification. The layout of these heaters is shown in Fig. 12
[25]. Since the purpose of this validation is to ascertain the
capability of 3D-ICE to accurately simulate heat flow in
liquid-cooled microchannel heat sinks, it is desirable to
suppress any other route for heat to escape into the ambient.

Fig. 11. (a) Experimental setup and (b) schematic.

Fig. 12. Layout of heaters and RTDs in the bottom die.
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To this end, the inlet temperature of the coolant was always
kept lower than the ambient ( ).

However, this means that some heat might enter from the
ambient into the test sample. This form of heating is fairly
uniform, but because water in the microchannels accumulate
heat as it flows from inlet to outlet, it is observed that even
with all heaters on the IC turned off, there is a slight increase of
temperature from inlet to outlet creating a shift in the baseline
temperature as we move from RTD 1 to RTD 4. Hence, to
identify and eliminate this component from the measure-
ments, all the measurement experiments were performed
again with the direction of the coolant reversed as shown in
Fig. 12 (because the resulting heat absorption from ambient
would remain the same in both cases). In addition, to further
suppress the effects of ambient on themeasurements, only the
bottommost die (markedwith a horizontal arrow in Fig. 13) in
the stack was considered for excitation and measurements in
our experiments.

6.1.2 Excitation Sources and Measurement Devices
Precision voltage and current sources were used to excite the
heaters and the control inputs to the RTDs. Voltage data
acquisition from the heaters and the RTDs was performed at
a sampling frequency of 5 kHz- sufficient to resolve the
observed time constants- and fed into a computer running
the LabVIEW program [35], which dumped the voltage data
into a database. This was then collected and processed by a
Matlab program to be then used by 3D-ICE to run the test
simulations.

6.1.3 Simulation Parameters
While constructing the model, the assumptions discussed in
Section 4 were applied. The differences between the actual
test stack and the model built in 3D-ICE for validation is
illustrated in Fig. 13.

Firstly, the model doesn’t have the pyramid structure to
contain complexity. The extra area introduced in the pyramid

stack for the electrical connections to the heaters and RTDs
contributed to less than 1% increase in the area, thus having
too small an effect on heat spreading to be considered in the
model. Secondly, the thermal conductivity of silicon dioxide
was uniformly applied to all the metallization layers since the
contribution of aluminum in these layers is minimal due to
low wiring density. Thirdly, while the fabrication specifica-
tion for the low conductivity polyimide bonding layer thick-
ness was , scanning electron microscope studies revealed
the actual thickness to be closer to , which was used in
simulations. The list of material properties used in the model
are tabulated in Table 1. The 2RM-CTTM was applied in all
the simulations with a thermal cell size of .

6.2 Characterization of Heaters and RTDs
Before proceeding with the validation, the temperature
response of the heaters and RTDs must be properly studied
and calibrated for accurate measurements. For this, we per-
formed a first set of benchmarking experiments to characterize
the thermal responses of the heaters and RTDs. First, coolant
waspumped in at a known inlet temperaturewithoutfiring any
heater, and the temperature of the IC was allowed to reach
steady state. Then the resistance of each heater and RTD was
measured. This procedure was repeated for two other inlet
temperatureswithin theexpectedrangeof thefinal experiments.
We plotted the data for each heater and RTD and we used the
resulting linear fit as the benchmark to compute temperatures
from voltage responses during the final measurements.

Fig. 13. Differences between the pyramid stack and the model built in 3D-ICE (drawing not to scale). The active die in the experiments is highlighted
using the red arrow.

TABLE 1
Thermal Properties of Materials Used in the Experiments
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This initial benchmarking confirmed the manufacturer’s
specification of a sensitivity of for the resistance
of all the heaters and RTDs to temperature. The measurements
from RTD 1 was found to be unreliable and hence, data from
this sensor was discarded during the final experiments. Once
the benchmarking experiments were completed, the exact
heat input in each heater during the final experiments was
computed as follows. For each experiment, the excitation
voltages driving the heaters was measured along with the
voltages from the RTDs at each time point. Next, using the
temperatures computed from the RTDs, the exact resistances
of the corresponding heaters were calculated based on their
benchmarking for each time instant during the experiments.
Finally, using the knowledge of the resistances and the vol-
tages of the heaters, the heat being dissipated in all the heaters
at each time point during the experiments was accurately
computed and fed into 3D-ICE as inputs.

6.3 Comparison of Transient Thermal Response
After the benchmarking of heaters and RTDs, we performed
the final experiments to measure the temperature response
to various forms of heater excitations. In each experiment,
one heater was activated and the temperature responses in
RTD 2-4 were measured. Out of each of these experiments
data lasting a period of 1 second was used for study. We
ensured that during at least 75%of this timeperiod the heater
was active and switching in order to visualize and study
temperature transients. Heaters were fired with a square-
wave voltage waveform at three different frequencies
during the experiments: 10 Hz, 5 Hz and 1 Hz, with a
50% duty-cycle in each case. In addition, we also performed
experiments with step rise and step fall in input voltage
followed by allowing the temperature to settle to the steady
state.

Different voltage levels were chosen to perform experi-
ments with both low heat flux ( ) and high heat flux
( ) levels in the individual heaters. To evaluate the
effects of coolant flow rate on the temperatures, all the above
experiments were repeated for multiple coolant flow rates-
88ml/min, 140ml/min and 175ml/min (measured for all the
four cavities combined, resulting in per cavity flow rates of
22 ml/min, 35 ml/min and 43.7 ml/min, respectively)- all
while ensuring that the pressure drop between the inlet and
outlet does not exceed 1 bar. A total of 70 experiments were
performed (including forward and reversed coolant flows, as
shown in Fig. 12).

Sample transient result comparisons for the three RTDs by
exciting Heater 3 with 5 Hz voltage waveforms are shown in
Fig. 14. The coolant flowwas in the reverse direction at a rate
of 175ml/min for these plots. Results from3D-ICE are always
plotted using solid lines and the corresponding results from
measurements are plotted using dotted lines. A smoothening
filter was applied to the measurement data to remove noise.
Each of the subfigures corresponds to results from one RTD.
The coloring scheme for all the results in this section is: red for
RTD 2, green for RTD 3 and blue for RTD4. In Fig. 14b the heat
input in the heater is also shown in a secondary axis. As can be
seen, the temperature transients in each case are capturedwell
using simulations. A detailed analysis of the error incurred
during the validation experiments is discussed in the next
subsection.

6.4 Analysis of Error with Respect to Measurements
To visualize the errors from all the 70 experiments and the
patterns therein, the following plotting scheme was used. In
each experiment, we noted the maximum absolute error
( ) and the average absolute error ( ) between 3D-ICE
and the data during the entire simulation interval. We also
noted the maximum rise in temperature from the baseline
( ) during the measurement. Next, the errors were
added to and plotted against as a scatter plot.
The resulting plots for and are shown in Fig. 15. The
different colors in the data points correspond to data from the
different RTDs. The various lines from origin provide a
measure of the extent of deviation of the 3D-ICE results from
the measured data (i.e. solid line if there is an exact match,
dashed line for an error of 10% and so on).

From the plots we observed that the global average error
was 8.5%, while the maximum error was contained within
20% for most cases. However, in some cases the maximum
errors can be as high as 32%. This suggests that the points
in timewhen these huge errors occur must be rare. Moreover,
in almost all cases the sign of the errors were positive, i.e.,
3D-ICE overestimated the temperatures, potentially leading
to safe but conservative thermal-aware 3DMPSoCdesigns. In
order to spatially isolate the source of this error, we combined
the data from all the RTDs into a single set, and then split this
set into two parts: errorsmeasured at the location of the active
heater and errors measured in locations downstream of the
heater in order to study the effect of thermodynamic bound-
ary layer near the active heaters on the error. These plots are
shown in Fig. 16.

Fig. 14. Sample transient results for 5 Hz excitation in Heater 3: (a) RTD 2, (b) RTD 3, and (c) RTD 4.
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As can be seen from this figure, the maximum errors in
downstream locations are lower (< ) compared to the
errors near the heater (32%), confirming our hypothesis that
the source of the error is the changingheat transfer coefficients
in the entrance region.However,we found that average errors
in both caseswere still small (< ). This again suggests that
even at the entrance regions, errors occur only at few time
points of simulation.

In order to temporally isolate the location of these errors,
only those results from the above two sets were selected,
where the input voltagewaveform to theheaterwas a step rise
or a step fall. From these results, we first extracted the error in
the steady state temperatures. Next, we normalized all the
transient waveforms between 0 and 1 (corresponding to the
baseline and the steady state temperatures) and measured
the differences between 3D-ICE and data in the rising and
falling time constants (measured as the time between the
switching of the input and time to reach of
the final value). A sample plot comparing the normalized
waveforms from 3D-ICE and data is shown in Fig. 17. We
found that the steady state temperatures from 3D-ICE differed
only slightly from the measurement data (10%) irrespective of
the location of measurement. However, the time constants
showed some interesting trends at locations near the heaters
and downstream of the heaters, as illustrated in Fig. 18.

Note that the signs of these lines are negative in both
Figs. 18a and 18b indicating that responses in 3D-ICE rise

and fall faster than data. However,while the time constants in
3D-ICE are within 20% of the data at downstream locations,
thedeviation is fairly largenear the heater (35%).Note that the
lines indicating the extent of deviation in Fig. 18b correspond
to only 5%, 10% and 20%. Given that steady state errors are
low, this observation can account for the fact that larger errors
in 3D-ICE can occur only at fewpoints in time and space of the
simulation, namely, at the rising and falling of the tempera-
ture near the heat source. The possible sources of these errors
are: increased heat capacitance of the real stack due to the heat
spreading into regions outside of computational domain and
the inlet/outlet fluid cavities, impurities in the materials,
process variations and noise in measurements.

In summary, errors are generally low (i.e., the global
average error of is 8.5%) when compared to transient thermal
measurements from a real liquid-cooled 3D IC. Larger errors
occur very rarely in the simulation interval, are limited to
small regions in the IC, and are still less than 30%. Hence, our
experiments demonstrate that the accuracy of 3D-ICE is
sufficient for the purposes of early-stage 3D MPSoC design.
Moreover, this accuracy was obtained while incorporating
heat transfer coefficients from correlation studies in the
3D-ICE model, demonstrating that extensive numerical pre-
simulations are not needed for this purpose.

Fig. 16. Scatter plot for maximum errors measured (a) at the location
of the active heater and (b) at the locations downstream of the active
heater.

Fig. 15. Scatter plot for (a) maximum error and (b) average error .
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7 SIMULATION OF A REALISTIC 3D MPSOC USING
3D-ICE

In this section, the new 3D-ICE model is used to simulate a
realistic liquid-cooled 3DMPSoC to show the impact of 4-port
cavities on the temperatures of an IC with respect to the
conventional 2-port cavities. For this, we choose the 2-die
ULTRASPARC T1 stacked architecture of footprint size

(one die contains the cores and the other die
contains the memory caches). Benchmark power traces were
obtained from the execution of a real-life application on this
platform, as discussed in [14]. A liquid-cooled microchannel
cavity is sandwiched between the 2 dies. All simulationswere

performed using the 3D-ICE models implemented in Matlab,
running on a Corei7-3770 3.40 GHz CPU with 32 GB RAM.

First, the conventional 2-port cavity is assumed with a
pressure drop of 1 bar between the inlet and outlet. The steady
state temperatures are simulated using the conventional
3D-ICE 4RM-based CTTM. The resulting thermal map of the
core layer is shown in Fig. 19a (all the temperatures are in
Celcius).Next, the same 2-die structure is simulated assuming
a 4-port microchannel cavity, but with the same pressure drop
between the inlet and the outlet ports. For this, the new 4RM-
based CTTM for 4-port cavities as described in Section 5.3 is
used. The resulting temperatures are shown in Fig. 19b. The
following observations can be made based on these results:

1) There is a slight reduction in maximum temperature
from 2-port to 4-port cavity ( ).

2) Due to the nature of the flow and the associated accu-
mulation of heat in the coolant, the hotspots are shifted
from the north-end of the die in 2-port cavity to the
central part of the die in 4-port cavity.

The above observations have significant implications for
the thermal-aware floorplanning of 3D MPSoCs when using
4-port cavities. The corners in the 4-port cavity are cooledmore
efficientlydue to the shorter channels and thehigherflowrates.
Thus, to fully incur the advantages of the 4-port cavity, high
power dissipating elements (such as crossbar in this case)must
be moved to the corners away from the center of the die.

7.1 Simulation Speed of 2RM- versus 4RM-Based
CTTM

We had earlier demonstrated that the 4RM-based CTTM is
orders of magnitude faster than commercial simulators such

Fig. 17. Sample normalized transient response for computation of time
constant.

Fig. 18. 3D-ICE vs data scatter plots for time constant (a) at the location of
the active heater and (b) at locations downstream of the active heater.

Fig. 19. Temperature map of the ULTRASPARC T1 MPSoC architecture
in a 2-die liquid cooled IC stack with (a) 2-port and (b) 4-port cavity.

Fig. 20. CPU time comparison and error incurred by the 2RM- w.r.t. the
4RM-based CTTM for the 4-port cooled 3D MPSoC, for various discre-
tization sizes.
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as ANSYS CFX in [1]. In [2], we also demonstrated the
additional speed up of 2RM- over the 4RM-based CTTM for
the 2-port microchannels. Now, we compare the perfor-
mances of the new 2RM- and 4RM-based CTTMs for 4-port
microchannel cavities by simulating the same test 3DMPSoC
stack. For this, we consider the temperature results from
4RM-based CTTM above as the benchmark, and measure the
errors incurred by the 2RM-based CTTM against it. The
thermal cell size for the 4RM-based CTTM is, as described
in Section 5.3, fixed to and results in a problem
size of 244k nodes.

Next, we simulate the same structure using the 2RM-based
CTTM by varying the thermal cell size: ,

, , and
resulting in various problem sizes. Maxi-

mum error with respect to the 4RM-based CTTM is noted in
each case. The simulation times for the 2RM-based CTTM are
plotted against the problem size for various discretizations in
Fig. 20ona log scale. This plot also shows the error incurredby
the 2RM-based CTTM in the secondary axis. The simulation
time for the 4RM-based CTTM (about 1200 seconds) is indi-
cated using the green line. As can be seen from the graph, an
optimal point can be found (for the case of
cell size with a problem size of 15k nodes) where the error is
only 7% with a speed up of 375x against the 4RM-based
CTTM. Hence, the 2RM-based CTTM in 3D-ICE serves as an
efficient tool for early-stage thermal-aware design of 3D
MPSoCs while not sacrificing accuracy.

8 CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have reviewed the state-of-the-art in the
manufacturing and thermal modeling of liquid-cooled ICs.
We have presented a detailed derivation of the 3D-ICE
thermal model for liquid-cooled ICs, highlighted the main
novelties in it and extended it for the case of 4-port micro-
channel cavities. We performed extensive measurements
from a real liquid-cooled 3D IC stack to evaluate the accuracy
of 3D-ICE, which is the first such experimental validation of a
simulator of this genre. Finally,weprovided a case studywith
a realistic liquid-cooled 3DMPSoC to both study the effect of
2-port and 4-port cavities on the die temperatures, and to
study the simulation speed of 3D-ICE, to demonstrate its
suitability for early-stage thermal-aware design of 3DMPSoC
architectures.
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